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**Title word cross-reference**

(2\(n - (2p \pm 1)\)) [Hia04]. \$103.95/$129.00/£ [Mah06]. \$110.00 [Gaz06]. \$129.00 [Pol06]. 2 [LCT01, MM00, WTSS01]. 2 \(\times n\) [CL04]. \$59.95/£ [Gom06]. \$79.95/£ [Azi06, Smi06]. \$79.95/£ [Cas06].

\$89.95/$99.95/£ [Mor06]. \(A\) [AND07].

\(GF(2^n)\) [ZL03]. \(K\)

[BT06, KW08, Li03, Mar08a, WB04, XUA00].

\(L(h,k)\) [Cal06]. \(\Lambda\) [BKTV04]. \(n\) [Wu02]. \(O(1)\) [XU01]. \(P\) [Syr06]. \(T\)

[Kor05, AND07, Kor06b].

-\[MM00\]. -\(A\)ry

[AND07, Kor06b, XUA00, Kor05]. -\(c\)alculus

[SW01]. -\(C\)olorings [BKTV04]. -\(C\)oteries

[KW08]. -\(D\) [Wu02, WTSS01]. -\(d\)ata

[Mar08a]. -\(d\)imensional [Li03]. -\(L\)abelling

[Cal06]. -\(M\)aximum [BT06]. -\(M\)edian

[LCT01]. -\(N\)earest [WB04]. -\(o\)rder

[AND07].

\(0-262-07261-0\) [Pal06a]. \(0-262-16228-8\) [Car06]. \(0-321-30677-5\) [Bl06].

\(0-387-21017-2\) [Jas06]. \(0-387-23253-2\) [Pol06]. \(0-387-23759-3\) [Cas06].

\(0-387-95569-0\) [Smi06]. \(0-471-73427-6\) [Gaz06]. \(0-471-74719-X\) [HM06].

\(0-521-43592-7\) [Sch07]. \(0-7506-6496-7\) [Dud06]. \(0-7506-7796-1\) [Ref09].

\(0-7506-7864-X\) [Bur06b]. \(038723795X\) [Grü07].

\(1\) [Ano06a]. \(1-4020-2268-9\) [Lev06b].
DLL06, Hro05, Rot06, TKL05, Smi06.
Aliased [RFM09]. Allies [MH06].
Allocation [CCM05, SAA06]. Allowing [JLL02]. Alpha [GR07]. Alternator [LL07].
American [Lom02]. AMULET [Fur02].
Analyses [GP02]. Analysis [AD07, BF04, BD01, Br06a, Car03, Car08, CG02, CP00, FS07b, HMP0+02, JWLQ09, Koro6a, LP0+08, Li08, MSK02, MM00, RF05, SF04, SSL08, TBN07, BS03, GSG07, Hro05, McC07, Har09b, Ref09, Rcc04].
Analytical [BB05, ZC02]. Analytics [Ref09]. Analyzing [Bar04, De04a, HD02, Pal06a, GM05, GKKP04].
Andamudi [Jas06]. Andy [Fit04].
Annotated [Cal06]. Anonymous [HSH06].
Antoniou [Ger05]. Aperiodic [KL02a, Lev05]. Application [BBQ07, CMSC09, SFC09]. Applications [BCKM01, BCGH05, DH08, GCDB01, HOM08, HiOSG08, HH05, KK0+01, KW03, Lam04, LPC09, Man07, Mor06, Pet07, RMJ04, RFM09, ST0+09, SFVFM06, Zea00, VRW08, CFB0+03, CV04, TKL05, Gom06].
Applied [MT0+07]. Applying [Alo04, ZTP03]. Appreciation [Lav09, ca09]. Approach [BF04, BHJ06, Cha05b, CL04, CMV08, De04a, EKWM02, For08, HC02a, JM08, KK07, Kon01, LLL09, LN07, MV05, VvdAtH07, Vir03, YL06, GKKP04, Spe04, AR06].
Approximate [CV05]. Approximation [Mar08b]. Approximations [BKT04, DFG01]. Arbitrary [CDPV06, DGT04]. Architecture [ACL03, CV04, GB01, Gut04, HD02, HU08, HH05, LLL07, LLL09, LZ04b, Pan05, Uzo04, ZL03].
Architectures [KLL04, ZWP03]. Area [Cha05b]. Arguments [No00].
Arithmetic [Sta02, ZL03]. Array [DM05, GPM02, KL04, PL02]. Arrays [Tho05b, TBN07]. Art [For04a, Mar05].
Artificial [GS08, Lev07, LZ07]. Ary [AND07, Kor06b, Kor05, XUA00]. ASN.1 [Rin03]. Aspect [CEK03, Co04, PFT05, RB03, SK03].
Aspect-Oriented [Co04, PFT05, CEK03, RB03, SK03].
AspectJ [Co04]. Aspects [Gaz06, LO03, vWM06]. Aspectual [LO03]. Assembly [Bar04]. Assignment [Cha05b]. Association [CL05]. Assurance [Che01, CC06, DGPT01, GCDB01, Mis04a, TJ01, XK01, Gal04]. Assuring [OC02].
Asynchronous [Bal02a, BFGW02, EB02, GB03]. ATM [Rus06, Zee00]. Atomic [CNV06, MA06].
Attacks [CCD07, HNZ02, KK06, SF04]. August [BCH0+05, Vak06]. Australia [ZSP0+04]. Authenticated [Chi08, HS07, Tse07]. Authentication [CJ03, CW05, HSH06, HL07]. Authority [JLL02]. Automata [Ipa05, LQ04b]. Automated [DHHG06, JWLQ09, MPXT06, ZQ09].
Automatic [CQX0+09, Spe04, Tad08, You00, AR06].
Automation [ZCHL09]. Availability [FS07a, FS07b, KW08]. Average [Li08]. Average-Case [Li08]. Award [An08].
Aware [BLMM06, HPCC0+04, SCJ0+05, TGS07, Zee00]. Awareness [CCCL04, SRS0+07]. Axiom [ML06]. Axis [For04a].
B [Lev06b, Mis04b, Sch07]. Backtracking [TC03]. Bad [Pip05]. Balancing [LO07, WTS01, San02a]. Balsa [EB02].
Bandwidth [CSS04, HLL09, MSK02]. Based [AO09, ADA00, BCGH05, CV03, C2CD09, CQ0+09, CT07, CW09, CV05, ED09, ED10, Eom08, GHRN04, GHD05, Her06, HSM09, Jas07, JWLQ09, JCL05, Kor00, LCBK04, LLL09, LZ04b, MH06, MEG09, MC05, MD09, PST09, TH05, UA02, VB0+05, VvdAtH07, YLW09, YE05, ASD01, CMS02, CSS04, CHG07, CC00a, C00b, EY04, FWL04,
Kam06c, Kam06d, Kam06e, Kam07a, Kam07b, Kam07c, Kam07d, Kam07e, Kam07f, Kam08a, Kam08b, Kam08c, Kam09a, Kam09b, Kam09c.
Capsule-Based [HSM09]. Cardinality [Cai08]. Carlo [NLGP07]. Case [AJI07, CQX09, Eom08, FS07b, JWLO09, LPS08, Li08, GT01, SZ09, ZLB01]. Cases [SZ09]. Castéran [Poe06]. Categorizers [UA02]. CATV [ZC02]. CDMA [CMTK05]. Ceiling [yLKTL00, WKwH03]. Ceiling-based [WKwH03]. Celebration [CK05]. Centered [Owe03]. Centralized [SAA06]. Century [Hir04, Lom02]. Ceri [Gom06, Vak06]. Chains [GJ01]. Challenge [Hir04, Lom02]. Challenges [HM05, MBI05, MD09]. Changing [HM06, SI06]. channel [WTLS02]. Checking [DFGI01, Mar00, PSR04, SSL07, Xu04]. Checkpointing [BQR01, KHL03, LS06]. Chess [LBI07]. China [LZ07]. Chip [BH04, LLL09]. Choice [CN01, Cha03, ML06]. Choices [LBI07]. Chomicki [Lam04]. Chris [Azi06]. Christopher [Grü07]. Circuits [YSHP08]. Clairvoyance [Sub05]. Clairvoyant [Li08]. Clark [Con04]. Class [A09, You00, CT07]. Classifying [LLH00]. Client [Che05]. Client/Server [Che05]. Closure [GPPR03]. Cluster [Hul05]. Clustered [Tho05b]. Clustering [LCK09, MV05, MSB00, OFW05, XZJ01, Tam00]. Clusters [FFPS06]. Coarse [GPPR03]. Coarse-Grained [GPPR03]. Coble [HM06]. Cocoon [For04a]. Code [Bar04, DH05, GOS07, MV05, RS03, TGBS05]. Coded [KF05]. Codes [Bal02a, PSR04, PS05, Tad08, TC03, TC04]. Coding [Arn04, Bal02b, Gei09, Had04, Sofo5, Ten09, HL08]. Cognitive [WPMK07, vRW08]. Colin [ca09]. Collaboration [Tab06, Har09a]. Collaborations [LO03]. Collaborative [Fit04, Cra03]. Collecting [KK07]. Collection [ZDL04]. Collective [ZM08, Colleen [Re09]. Collusion [HZN02]. Color [SFC09]. Colorings [BKTV04]. Colouring [PT00]. Comai [Gom06]. Combination [Rus06]. Combinatorial [BK08, XU01]. Combined [LC07]. Combining [Ab04, LO03]. Comment [Coh01, Mäk01, TAC01]. Comments [Bre08b, CY08]. Commerce [Sch04, EP04, O’L05]. Commit [HGDD05]. Common [RGW02]. Commons [For04a]. Communicating [Ipa09]. Communication [AK02, CU02, EHKL05]. communications [Sch03a, Pli04]. Community [HGDD05]. Compact [Luk01]. Comparative [CG02]. Comparing [KLLB04, LBI07]. Comparison [CHL08, LF00, NPL07, SM02]. Compiler [TGBS05]. Complemental [KW08]. Completeness [CM08]. Complex [SZ09]. Complexity [CHL08, Cai08, DFL08, FW02, G08, GKW08, KF05, Mar08b, vRW08]. Component [GO09, Par02, PFT05]. Components [ITV04, PPK08]. Composite [YE05]. Composition [HI05, PPK08]. Comprehensive [Sub05]. Compression [GPM02, PS04, PS05, RS03, SS05, Sofo5]. Computation [Adi08, Cha06, CM07, Hir04, Mol02, SC01, Weg04, Lom02]. Computational [LPS08, Pet07, RTV08]. Computations [Had04, San02a]. Computer [AR06, Ano06a, Ano07d, BF00, Bur06a, CY08, Coh01, DH05, DFL08, Fur08, G06, Har08, Mäk01, Pal06b, PS03, Poe06, Smi06, Tad08, TAC98, TAC01, Vak06, ZZ04, JCT02, Spe04, Ano06c, GV07a, Hoa07, HK08]. Computers [ACL03, Ano07e]. Computing [ABDS01, Ano06c, Azi06, CDM04, DO05, Don04, HM05, Hul05, KBX04, KP04, Kov03, LS04, LS06, MBI05, Mil06, RM04,
Sch04, SCJ+05, SC08, ZWP03, EP04.
Concept [FM02a]. Concepts [Pan05].
Conceptual [AO00, Ld01, Owe03].
Concern [WS03]. Concerns [RB03].
Concurrency
[KHL03, yLKTL00, LH01, LLS02, Pnn01].
Concurrent [FS07a, FS07b, GBR01].
Conditional [KHL03, yLKTL00, LH01, LLS02, Puu01].
Concurrent [FS07a, FS07b, GBR01].
Conditional [BO05].
Conduction [LIPP01].
Conference [ZSP +04].
Configuration [MPXT06, SAA06].
Conflicts [Joh00].
Conformance [DHHG06, LBR00].
Connected [CL01].
Connectivity [Bet04].
Conquer [AAL +01].
Conscious [Cha05b, Eom08].
Consensus [CNV06, Gr07, KMM03, Ngu01].
Consensus-based [Ngu01]. Consideration [JL*03]. Considerations [DBS *06].
Consistency [PSR04]. Consistent [PL02, YWB07].
Constant-Space [YWB07].
Constant-time [PL02]. Constants [CW08].
Constrained [Cai08, CSS04, DBS *06, EY04, PGT01].
Constraint [GS08]. Constraints [BIM *07, Li08, PNM06, Rin03, Sub05].
Constructing [BSC03]. Construction [CU02, SFVFM06, TNM06, TC03, TC04, You00].
Constructions [Poo06, BC04].
Constructive [BF00]. Consumption [CMV08]. Containment [YMB09].
Content [AA05, For08, SFVFM06, SA09].
Content-Intensive [SFVFM06]. Contents [LH00].
Context [CCCL04, LKCK09, TGSR07, ZZC01].
Context-aware [TGSR07].
Context-sensitive [ZZC01]. Continuous [Car03, Car08]. Contributions [HKG08].
Control
[BLMM06, Cha06, CV03, CT07, CLO01a, CLO01b, Hu06, KLH03, yLKTL00, LH01, LLS02, PSS09, Pnn01, WTLS02].
Controlling [RVB06, WH04].
Convergence [So08]. Conversations [HM06, SI06]. Conversion [PI00].
Converter [CKM03]. Convertible [Ch08].
Coq’Art [Poo06, BC04]. CORBA
[CFP +01]. Correction [BEQ00].
Correctness [Ano07b, Ano07c, Hoa07].
Corrigendum [Car08, ED10, Wu04].
Cosmic [Bre08a]. COSMOS [AA05].
COSMOS-7 [AA05]. Cost
[CG02, CV03, LLL07, XZJ01]. Cost-Based [CV03]. Costs [LCBK04, Tho05b].
Coteries [KW08]. COTS [ITV04]. Count
[Meg09]. Counter [Tam00].
Counter-clustering [Tam00]. Coupling
[AO09]. Coupling-Based [AO09]. Course
[Lom02]. Coverage [HHF05, YLW09].
Coverage-Based [YLW09]. CPN
[Koc06].
Crabtree [Fit04]. Crime [Ref09, McC07].
Critical [BCKM01, T01]. Crosscutting
[RB03, WS03]. Crossley [Cas06].
Cryptographic
[Gu04, Uzu04].
Cryptography
[CDD06, YWC08].
Cryptosystems
[Li04b]. CSCW [Pap02].
CSP [Mar00]. Cube [CL01].
Cube-connected [CL01]. Curry
[Cas06, PCW05]. Curser [MSB00].
customers [SI06, HM06]. Customizable
[PPK08]. Cyberworld [Pip05]. Cycles
[CL01]. Cyclic [LSB04].
D
[De 04a, Hol05, Jas06, Lho04, Mis04a, Lev07, WTS01, Wu02]. D. [Lho04]. Dalkir
[Bur06b]. Data
[AAL *01, Bal02a, BMN00, BMN03, Bre08a, Cal07, Cha03, CMV08, De 04a, Gom06, GRS03, Joh00, LPS *08, LV06, McC07, MS07, PSR04, PS05, Ris06, SAA06, Seg07, SQ09, SAS02, SJ02, TZ06b, TKLH04, CFB *03, GKKP04, Mar08a, Ref09, Con04, De04a].
Data-flow [SAS02]. Data-Intensive
[Gu04, CFB *03]. Data-Parallel
[AAL *01]. Database
[AK00, AJI09, BCH *05, GZ08, GPL05, LCBK04, OR02, Par05, The03, Vak06, ZDL *04, BCH *05].
Databases
[Bal05, EKWM02, yLKTL00, LH01, LFG *03, Man03, Ngu01, Par02, PF01,
[Ang05, Ano07d, Che01, CDM04, Gel06, GTV07, KM09, LZ07, Mol02, Mur02, Mur05, Mur06, Mur08, RB03, Tho05a, ZCHL09].

Editors [DFL08]. EDS [Vak06, Pol06].

Education [BI06, DNM05, MBI+05]. Effect [HU08, RW06]. Effects [Che04]. Efficiency [GS03, OR02]. Efficient [ABDS01, BBvST01, BBQV07, BSC03, CW08, CPChX04, ELDJ05, VHE08, GP07, HM03, Hor01, HL07, HS07, LTL04, LKCK09, RS03, SSNS00, TGBS05, TYH04, WLLW06, ZMSH08]. Efficiently [XUA00]. EFIS [CHJ+02]. Egon [Roc04]. Election [JLL02]. Electromagnetic [EHKL05]. Electronic [O’L05]. Electronics [GM09].

Elementary [Cha06]. Elements [For08]. Elliott [Sch04]. Elsevier [Dud06, Ref09]. Embedded [ADL+03, KBX+04]. Embeddings [HM03]. Emerging [GPLF05, Lam04, Seg07, CVS04]. emeritus [Ano07e]. Empirical [XCWG06]. Employed [GPM02]. Employing [TYH04]. Encryption [Ab04, Chi08, Cho08, HSHI06, WN95]. Energy [LKCK09]. Energy-Efficient [LKCK09]. Engine [CZCD09]. Engineering [HOM08, LZ07, Pa06a, Pa06b, ZSP+04, GM05, WS03]. engineers [Dan05, Jas06]. Engines [BI06, LB+07, Lev06a]. Enhanced [SRS+07]. Enhancement [CPK09]. Enid [BA04]. Enterprise [Asi06, FM02a, HL03]. Environment [JCT02, YE05].

Environments [AO07, IZ09, LLS02, TGRS07, WKwH03]. Equation [P100]. Equivalence [Mar08a]. ER-DFD [LMR04]. Eric [Rei04]. Erol [HKG08]. Error [BEQ00, LSBB04]. Error-Correction [BEQ00]. Errors [AD07, PS05]. Escrow [AK02]. Establishment [Hor01]. Estimating [DGPT01]. Estimation [Eom08, HGs+05, KP05]. ethnography [Cra03, Fit04]. Euclidean [CPChX04]. EUR [Bur06b]. Evaluate [PF09].

Evaluation [AACP09, ABC+07, GCDB01, Iqbo8, JL07, Kor06a, LCK09, LIPP01, LZ04a, LS06]. Event [CCCL04, Gor02, LZ04a, MC05]. Event-Based [MC05]. Event-Driven [CCCL04]. Evidence [KK07, WB04].

Evolution [CBW08]. Evolutionary [Ad08, Mah06, Mor06, Rot06, TKL05]. Exact [GPM02]. Example [ED09, ED10]. Example-Based [ED09, ED10]. Exception [De 04b, GBR01]. Exchange [CW09, HH05, PVG03]. Exclusion [CDPV05, DGT04, Mai07]. Executables [CV04]. Executed [YMB09]. Execution [Coo02, DO05, JWLQ09, Kok06]. Existing [GS03]. Expanded [Cho08]. Experiences [LZ04a]. Experimental [ABC+07].

Experiments [Bre08a]. Expert [GO06]. Explained [Har09a, Tab06]. Explaining [JMT02]. Explicit [Par02]. Exposure [EHKL05]. Extended [Cha03, Pap02, WB04]. Extending [CFP+01]. Extension [GOS07].

Extensions [HOM08]. External [TS05]. Extraction [VR04, NA02].

F [Ger05, Har09b, Mor06]. faced [WMS01]. Facilitation [Har09a, Tab06]. Facing [Ran00]. Factors [SCF09]. Fail [RF05, SSNS00]. Fail-Secure [RF05].

Fail-stop [SSNS00]. Fail [PVG03].

Family [CBW08, Hia04]. Fast [Hia04, NPL07]. Fault [ASD01, BEQ00, BFS00, GCDB01, Had04, Jas07, KMMS03, MSK02, Wu02, YMB09].

Fault-Containment [YMB09].

Fault-Tolerance [Jas07]. Fault-Tolerant [BEQ00, GCDB01, Had04, MSK02, ASD01, Wu02]. Faults [Ran00]. FDDI [ZLB01]. Fear [See04, Sch03]. Feature [LWY07, NA02, VR04]. Feis [Sch07]. File [HH05, SS05]. Files [KW03]. Fill [YWB07].

Filter [HLL09]. Filtering [AA05, LSBB04]. Filters [KP04, SS02]. Finding
Heat [LIPP01]. Hedging [Ano07a, GV07a, GV07b]. Heinemann [Bur06b].
Heterogeneous [BCS02, CV03, De 04a, DØ05, EKWMM02, HCO2a, HLL09, GKKP04]. Heuristic [GPM02, HSGS09]. Heuristics [BO05]. Hidden [MD09]. Hiding [BG03]. Hierarchical [BSC03, FS07a, HNZI02, Ipa09, JL07, LN07, LLL00, MSK02]. Hierarchies [For04b]. High [Che01, CC06, CPK09, DGPT01, Don04, GCDB01, HNZI02, Koc06, LLL07, Roc04, TZO6b, TJ01, XK01, ZWP03, BS03]. High-Assurance [DGPT01, TJ01, XK01]. High-Dimensional [TZO6b]. High-Level [Roc04, BS03]. High-Performance [ZWP03]. High-Speed [Koc06, LLL07]. Highly [PF01]. Histogram [OR02]. Histogram-like [OR02]. Historical [Dav01]. History [AFB06]. Hoare [Ano07b, Ano07c]. Hoc [ABC+07, BDV07, Bet04, Meg09, WTLS02, AACP09, LCK09]. HOL [NS02]. Home [I209, RVB06]. Honeycomb [BB05]. Hop [EHKL05, Meg09, WTLS02]. Hot [HT06, RSW02]. Hot-plug [HT06]. Hot-Potato [RSW02]. House [Lav09]. Howard [Cas06, PCW05]. HR [MD09]. Hromkovic [Bur06a]. HSIP [FS07b]. Huffman [KW03]. Human [BA04, PS03, Mum03]. Human-Computer [PS03]. Humans [LB107]. Hunt [Az06, Vak06]. Hybrid [Koc06, LZ04b, ZL03]. Hypercube [HM03]. Hypercube-like [HM03]. Hypercubes [ASDOK01, SAOKM00]. Hyperion [GHGJ+07]. Hypermedia [MA06].

I/O [HC02a, XZJ01]. Ideal [Ano07b, Ano07c, Hoa07]. Identify [WLLW06]. Identity [Her06]. Identity-Based [Her06]. II [FS07b, Lan06, OYRW05, Pol06]. Im [Pal06a]. Image [BG03, CMCS09, CPK09, ED09, ED10, GGA09, GPLF05, MS07, MD09, PCKZ09, VR04, NA02]. Images [CC00b, OFW+05, RFM09, SNLZ09, SFC09, VMKM09]. Imaging [Gre09]. Impact [Cas06]. Impacts [KHL03]. Implementation [AD07, ACL03, ABC+07, Hie03, HNT06, LPS+08, LZ04a, Vir03, Zea00, Mis04a, Pan05]. Implementations [CBW08]. Implications [CY08, Fur08, GM09, STH+09]. Improved [AFB06, BT06, TNM00]. Improves [Eom08]. Inclusion [Mai07]. Incomputable [Ver06]. Increasing [GS03, TZO6b]. incremental [KS05]. Independent [ABPB06]. Index [BNM03, TZO6a, TZO6b, VD04, ZMSH08]. Indexing [BEQ00, Cha05a]. Indices [KR02]. Induction [Sal08]. Inductive [Grü07, Pec06, BC04]. Indulgent [GR07]. Industry [CY08, Fur08]. Infection [Coh01, TAC98, TAC01, Mäk01]. Inference [FW02, Grü07, Li07]. Influencing [WPMK07]. Infocommunications [Kuz05]. Informatics [Pal06a, GM05]. Information [Ano07e, Bar04, BG03, BF00, Col06, EKWMM02, Eom08, For08, GHGJ+07, HCO2a, IVS06, Iqbo8, KKK+01, Lev06b, LB01, MM07, Mor06, Pal06b, RF05, TGRS07, WPMK07, ZSP+04]. Information-Dynamics-Conscious [Eom08]. InfoSCI [BA04]. Initiated [San02a]. Initiation [NLG07]. Inline [CCD07]. Innovative [LPS+08]. Inpainting [CMCS09, FSM09]. Input [AFB06, DHHG06]. Instant [MK03]. Instruction [AFB06, BHJ06]. Instruction-Memory [AFB06]. Integer [CW08, HH06, Mar09, Ten09, PW06]. Integrate [EKWMM02]. Integrated [CHG07, KK07, KK09, KL02a]. Integrating
Integration [AO09, GO09].
Intelligence [GS08, Lev07, LZ07, Pet07, Ref09, Mc07].
Intelligent [EY04, Gaz06, vWJM06].
Intensive [Gom06, SFVFM06, CFB+03].
Interacting [FS07a].
Interaction [AJI09, PS03].
Interactions [GT08, WH04].
Interactive [BC04, Lev07, PS03, WH04, HNZI02, Poe06].
Interconnected [BQ03, KKK+01].
Interconnecting [ABC+07].
Interfaces [CK00, FFPS06, PI00].
Interleaved [Joh00].
Intermediate [RS03].
International [BCH+05, Vak06, ZSP+04].
Internet [Con04, ACL03, ABC+07, Cla03, JLHD01, JLLH+03].
InternetBeans [For04a].
Interoperation [Col06].
Interpolated [GRS03].
Interpretation [Bar04].
Intractability [CM08].
Intriguining [MM07].
Introductory [Rüd07].
Intrusion [VvdAtH07].
Inverses [LIPP01].
Inversion [Arn04, Car03, Car08].
Inverting [SFL03].
Investigation [SC01].
Invitation [GK08].
IP [Con04, Set05, CHG07, Cla03, HL07, Koc06].
ISBN [AR06, Azi06, BI06, Bur06a, Bur06b, Car06, Cas06, Dud06, Gaz06, Gei09, Gom06, Gri07, HM06, Har07, Har09b, Har09a, Jas06, Lev06b, Mah06, Mar09, Mor06, Pal06a, Pal06b, Poe06, Pol06, Ref09, Sch06, Sch07, Smi06, Vak06].
ISBN-10 [Sch07].
ISBN-13 [Gei09, Har09b, Har09a, Mar09, Sch07].
Israel [HM06].
Issue [Che01, DFL08, GTV07, LZ07, ZCHL09].
Ivarama [Jas06].
Ives [Vak06].
Laurence [Mar09]. Layer [ABC+07, Koc06, LLL07]. Layer-2 [ABC+07]. Layout [CL01]. Layouts [TYH04]. Lazy [CCM05, MM00]. leaders [Tab06, Har09a]. Learning [Ano07a, GV07a, GV07b, GA05, JM08, LWY07, Sol03]. Lecture [Ma07, Pal06b, Vak06, Ano06c, CY08, Don04, Don01, GV07a, HKG08, Hoa07, MM07, Pip05, Ran00, Sol03]. Lee [Mor06, AR06, Jor07]. Legality [For04b]. Length [FW02, PSR04, PS05, TC03, TC04, Gru07]. Leo [Lan06]. Level [BHJ06, CV04, GBR01, Roc04, BS03]. Levene [BI06]. Liberal [DFH+05]. Library [CV03]. Light [Hua06, Mis04b, KM02]. Like [WH04, HM03, OR02]. Likelihood [¨OL07]. Limited [AK02, Tse07]. Line [Cho08, BCS02]. Linear [DM05, HH06, SSL08, TVM00, YWB07]. Linear-Time [YWB07]. Link [Eom08, LLL07, LTL04]. Link-Delay-Information [Eom08]. Link-State [Eom08]. Linked [Kor05]. Linux [Hu05]. Lists [AO07]. Lists-on-Lists [AO07]. Liveness [CN01]. Load [LC07, San02a, WTSS01]. Load-balancing [San02a]. Loads [Li03]. Local [BDV07, Kon01]. Locality [AO07]. Locating [BM+07, KKK+01]. Location [CG02, LL05, Meg09, PF01, The03, TKL04]. Location-based [The03]. Loftus [Az06]. Logarithmic [BNM03]. Logging [SSS04]. Logic [AO00, BF00, CMS02, CLO01a, CLO01b, LB01, Pap02, Xu04]. Logical [LB01]. Logics [CV04, SSL07, Lam04]. Lomonaco [Hir04]. Long [CL01]. Lookup [LS02]. looping [DLL06]. Loopless [KL02b, KL03, KL04]. LOTOS [CMS02]. Low [HNZ02, LLL07, LS06]. Low-Latency [LS06]. Lower [RSW02]. LR [BNM03]. LR-tree [BNM03]. Luck [Sch04]. Lun [Gei09]. M [Alo04, De 04a, Gaz06, Sch07, Vak06]. M [Con04, Mis04b]. MAC [WTLS02]. Machine [Ano07a, Cha05b, GV07a, GV07b, Hie03, LWY07, Sol03]. Machines [Ipa09, KK07, KK09, P100, Roc04, BS03, Ipa03, Ipa05]. Made [LBI07]. Maintaining [ZDL+04]. Maintenance [BF04]. M¨akinen [Col01, TAC01]. Making [MAD+05]. Malicious [Tse05]. Management [Bur06b, CMTK05, CG02, CHG07, CC00a, CK00, De 04a, FM02a, Har07, HLL09, KP02, LL05, LCBK04, Len06, LV06, O’L05, Seg07, Sna06, SCJ+05, ZDL+04, vM05, Dal05, GKKP04, PQA+03, Lev06b, Hol05]. Management-Modeling [De 04a]. Managing [GJ01, SJ02]. MANET [Len06]. Manipulating [WPMK07]. Marco [Gom06]. Maria [Pal06b]. Maristella [Gom06]. Mark [HC02a, Sch04, BI06, Smi06, VR04]. Mark-up [HC02a]. Markov [Car03, Car08, MD09]. Martin [Cas06]. Masked [LM00]. Mastermind [CL04, CLH07]. Matching [CZCD09, LTL04]. Matching-Based [CZCD09]. Matera [Gom06]. Material [Col06]. Materialization [JL07]. Mathematical [Bun06, Hir04, Lom02]. Matrix [SAK00]. Matrix-Transpose [SAK00]. MAX [GP07]. MAX-DENSITY [GP07]. Maximal [BM+07]. Maximum [BT06, OL07, RGW02]. May [Pol06]. Mccue [Re09]. McGibbon [Mis04b]. McGrath [Pal06a]. MDA [Dud06, Lan05]. MDGs [Xu04]. Mean [Ver06]. Means [MSB00]. Measurements [ACL03]. Measuring [LMR04]. Mechanism [CK00, FWLC04, HP00, SJ02, Xu04]. Media [Pol06]. Median [LCT01]. Mediator [JL07]. Medical [Gre09, RJ04]. Medium [CT07, GB03, RW06]. Medium-Term [RW06]. Memoir [Bar05]. Memorial [Don01, Ran00]. Memoriam

[102x646] [BHJ06, MSK02]. [102x527] [WB04]. [102x539] [LSS02]. Navigation [BI06, Lev06a]. Nearest [WB04]. Needham [Mur03]. Negotiation [DUB +06]. Neighbor [CC00b]. Neighbor-finding [CC00b]. Neighbours [WB04]. Net [JCL05, Kor00]. Net-Based [JCL05]. Nets [CN01, Cha03, Cha06, CP00].

Network [ACL03, BQ03, HL08, Koc06, LC07, LPC09, OLL07, RGB06, TKLH04, XH01, ZC02, Gei09, Set05]. Networks [AAC09, ABC +07, BDV07, Bet04, BF00, CKM03, CG02, CSS04, CT07, Con04, CDPV06, CMV08, DBS +06, Gei06, GTO8, HTH06, HSM09, HLL09, KBX +04, KKK +01, Kor06a, KP02, LCK09, LLZ05, LS04, LSY05, LKCK09, MS02, Meg09, STH +09, SC08, TWN08, WTLS02, YWW09, Zea00, ZLB01, Cl03].

Neural [OL07, SC08]. Neuronal [GT08]. Newsome [Cas06]. Next [GHGJ +07, So05]. Next-Generation [GHGJ +07, So05]. Nigel [Sch04]. Nixon [VR04]. Node [FWLC04, WTL0S01, W04].

Nodes [LSY05]. Non [DFI01, HNII02, Hai03, Lit08, XZJ01]. Non-Clairvoyant [LI08]. Non-deterministic [H03e]. Non-finite-state [DFI01]. Non-interactive [HNN02]. Non-uniform-sized [XZJ01]. Normalizing [PSS09]. Norway [BC +05, Vak06]. Note [CWW05]. Notes [Pa06b, Vak06].

Notifications [LZ04a]. Novel [AO07, CMV08]. November [ZSP +04].

Novices [GHG00]. NSL [VHE08]. Number [Bre08b, Meg09, Sta02]. Numbers [GHG00].

NWS [BCG05]. O [HC02a, XZJ01]. O [Al04]. OBDDS [SSL07]. Object [AK00, Al00, ADL +03, CSS04, CK00, JCT02, LZ04a, LH01, LCBK04, PF09, VBL +05, YE05]. Object-Based [YE05, CSS04, LH01]. Object-Oriented [Al00, AK00, ADL +03, CK00, JCT02].

Object-Relational [LCBK04]. Objective [DT06]. Objects [BBvST01, CV03, CCM05, LFG +03, PF01, XZJ01]. Observations [CU02]. Occasion [Anc07d]. ODMG [TS05]. ODP [RTV08]. off [DO05]. Omega [B03]. On-Chip [LLL09]. On-demand [CC00a]. On-line [BCS02]. One [AK02, RSW02]. One-to-one [RSW02].

One-way [AK02]. Online [LI08]. Ontological [GOS07]. Ontologies [Col06, O +05]. Ontology [FM02a]. Opening [LI07]. OpenMP [TGB05].

Operation [Par02, Cla03, Con04]. Operations [Hol05, JHL +03, PQA +03]. Operators [BMNL00]. Opportunities [vRRW08]. Optical [Set05]. Optimal [BDK07, CL04, CW09, JHL01, KLLB04, LCB09, LL07, RFM09, SAS02].

Optimization [Adi08, BK08, Cai08, CLH07, LLL09, OR02, ZDL +04]. Optimized [JL07]. Optimizer [LCBK04]. Optimizing [CSS04]. OR-joins [VvdAtH07]. Oracle [Abe04, Chi08]. Order [AO09, AO00, ABPB06, Xu04, AND07].

Order-Independent [ABPB06]. Ordered [TZO05]. Ordering [LSS02, Tad08].

O’Reilly [Po06]. Organization [Kel04, Gou03]. Organizations [TX08].

Organized [STH +09]. Organizing [AO07, BBQV07]. Oriented [AA05, Al00, ABPB06, Col04, LWY07, PF09, PFT05, SFVM06, AK00, ADL +03, CK00, CEK03, JCT02, RB03, SK03].

Orienting [Yen07]. Orlowska [Pa06b].

OSGI [IZ09]. Output [Cha05b, DHHG06]. Outsourcing [Kel04, Gou03]. Ovarian [GVB +09]. Overcoming [MS00].
Overlapping [TVM00]. Overlay [BBQV07, STH+09]. Overview [Rüd07, ST08].

P [Con04, De 04a, Hol05, Jas06, Pal06b, DM05, PGT01]. P [De 04a]. P2P [Che05, Man07]. Packet [Dav01, RSW02]. Page [Cha05a]. Papazoglou [Pal06b]. Paper [Ano08, War01]. Paperback [Ref09]. Papoulis [CMCS09]. Paradigm [SFVFM06]. Paradigms [Bur06a, Hro05]. Parallel [AND07, AAL+01, CPChX04, GPPR03, Had04, JCT02, KW03, KLLB04, Li03, Li08]. Parallelism [BHJ06]. Parameter [GK08, GS08, GNT08, HNW08]. Parameterized [CHL+08, Ca08, CM08, DM05, DFL08, GK08, GKW08, GY08, Mar08b, ST08, vRW08]. Parameters [HiOSG08]. Parametric [Vir03]. Parent [MM00]. Parse [SA09]. Parameters [SJ05]. Parsing [AH02]. Part [FS07a, FS07b]. Partial [Her06]. Participants [Tse05]. Partition [CL04, TZ06a]. Partitioned [KL02a]. Party [CW09, Tse05, Hor01]. Passing [Vir03]. Password [CPK08, CW09]. Password-Based [CW09]. Password-Capabilities [CPK08]. Path [GPPR03, Meg09, SG00, SAS02]. Pattern [CZCD09, LTL04, Tam00]. patterns [DLL06]. PDetect [MV05]. Pearson [BI06]. Peer [HH05, TWN08]. Peer-to-Peer [HH05, TWN08]. Peers [Che05]. Pen [Man07]. implementation [CK00]. Mesh [WTSS01]. £ [Azi06, Bur06a, Har07]. Server [Che05]. Subscribe [BBQV07]. PEPA [BCGH05]. Power [ACL03, CMV08, DBS+06, HU08, WTLS02]. Power-Saving [ACL03]. pp [BI06, Bur06a, Bur06b, Car06, Cas06, Dud06, Gaz06, Gei09, Gom06, Grit07, HM06, Har07, Har09b, Har09a, Jas06, Lev06b, Mah06, Mar09, Mor06, Pal06a, Pal06b, Pol06, Ref09, Sch06, Smi06, Vak06, AR06, Az06]. Practical [AH02, Col04, Fit04, HNW08, LPS+08, Sch06, TGBS05, Cra03, KS05]. Practice [Bur06b, GK08, Pol06, ca09, Dal05, OYRW05, Zha03, Ker04]. Practices [Seg07]. Pragmatic [CDW09]. Precedence [Li08, PGT01]. Predating [GVB+09]. Predictable [MAD+05, SSS04]. Prediction [Meg09, XK01]. Prediction-Based [Meg09]. Predictions [Ano07a, Che04, GV07a, GV07b].
Predictive [HLL09, Ref09, McCo7].
Prefetch [AK00]. prefetching [DLL06].
Prefix [Had04]. Presence [SAOKM00].
Presentations [HC02a]. Preserving [JCL05, YMB09].
Press [Car06, Gei09, Pa06a, Sch07]. Protection [CCD07, CDW09].
Primitive [MH06]. Principle [Sta02].
Principles [Pet07, UA02]. Privacy [Cho08].
Probabilistic [CDD06, HGS+05, IVS06, Sol08, To02].
Probability [ASDOK01]. Probability-based [ASDOK01].
Problem [AO09, BT06, Ca06, CKM03, JCL05, LIPP01, LT01, YYW09, YWB07, ML06].
Problems [Ca08, EY04, GKW08, GS08, GY08, HY06, PL02]. Procedures [KHL03].
Proceedings [Pa06b, Va06, ZSP+04, BCH+05]. Process [BBD01, Tof02].
Processes [DFGI01, FS07a, VBvdA01, SW01, Lho04].
Processing [Bre08a, GJ01, Lz04a, Li03, Mor06, PN06, SAS02, TFN07, TVM00, XZJ01, ZMSH08, NA02, VR04].
Processors [BCKM01, Jas06, URˇS02, Na05].
Production [PW06, Mar09]. Professional [Az06, Man07].
Professor [An07b, CV08, ca09]. Program [An07b, An07c, DFH+05, Hoa07, JWLQ09, JM08, Poe06, BC04].
Programmer [Ma07]. Programmers [Ja06, Dan05].
Programming [AR06, Al00, Car06, CK00, Co104, GHG00, Ga05, HH06, MC05, Po06, RB03, Rii07, Sk03, OYW05, Pe05, PW06, Spe04, Mar09].
Programs [AFB06, Ca06, CQX+09, Hhf05, TGBS05, DKL06, PCW05].
Progressive [ZMSH08]. Project [Har07, Har09a, Sne06, Tab06].
Projection [RFM09]. projects [ZTP03, A04]. Proof [Abe04, Cho07]. Proofs [Cas06, PCW05].
Proofs-as-Programs [Cas06, PCW05].
Propagation [Che04]. Properties [Ba05, Ba04, TJ01]. Property [JCL05, Mar00]. Property-Preserving [JCL05]. Propositional [LB01]. Prospects [GK08]. Protecting [KK06]. Protection [Set05]. Proteomic [GV+09]. Protocol [AB03, AACP09, CT07, CJ03, CWY05, Ch07, GB03, HGD05, Hoa01, HS07, yLKL00, Meg09, Pi00, Rus06, Tan07, Tse05, WTLS02, WKhw03, YLK06, PCW05, Tse07, Cas06]. Protocols [AB03, CFP+01, CU02, Con04, CNV06, Koc06, LH01, OC02, YMB09, Cla03].
Provably [CW09, HL07, HS07]. Proving [Po06, BC04]. Proxies [JLHD01, JHL+03].
Publish/Subscribe [BBQ07]. Publishers [AR06, Gom06, Le06b]. Pulstorak [Hol05].
QoS [RVB06, Zea00]. QoS-aware [Zea00].
Quadtrees [TVM00]. Quagliarello [Hol05].
Qualitative [LN07]. Quality [Mis04a, XK01, Gal04]. Quantitative [HMP+02]. Quantum [AR06, L0m02, MM07, Rii07, Spe04, Hir04].
Queries [BC03, Cha05a, CV05, PNM06, The03, ZMSH08]. Query [LL07, LCBK04, OR02, Owe03, TVM00, ZDL+04]. Quotient [NPL07, PI00].
R [Gaz06, Ho05, Lam04, Va06, CV05, Li07].
Rainbow [PT00, BFGW02]. Rannivas [Col04]. Random [Abe04, Bre08b, Ch08, ÖL07, SM02]. Randomization [Car03, Car08].
Randomized
[BO05, Bur06a, GS03, San02a, VD04, Hro05].
Range [BSC03, CPK09]. RASCAL [RGW02]. Raster [BB05]. Rating [TWN08]. Rational [SFC09]. Ray [BRE08a].
Re [WS03, Dow08]. Re-engineering [WS03]. Reactive [Meg09, Sch06, KS05].
Read [JLH+03]. Real [Alg04, ADL+03, HPCC+04, KL02a, Kon01, KHL03, yLKTL00, SSS04, Sub05, ZTP03, Rei04].
Real-Time [HPCC+04, KHL03, SSS04, Sub05, ADL+03, KL02a, Kon01, yLKTL00, Rei04].
Real-World [Alo04, ZTP03]. Reasoning [TWN08]. Rational [SFC09]. Ray [Bre08a].
Re [WS03, Dow08]. Re-engineering [WS03]. Reactive [Meg09, Sch06, KS05].
Read [JLH+03]. Real [Alg04, ADL+03, HPCC+04, KL02a, Kon01, KHL03, yLKTL00, SSS04, Sub05, ZTP03, Rei04].
Real-Time [HPCC+04, KHL03, SSS04, Sub05, ADL+03, KL02a, Kon01, yLKTL00, Rei04].
Real-World [Alo04, ZTP03]. Reasoning [TWN08]. Rational [SFC09]. Ray [Bre08a].
Re [WS03, Dow08]. Re-engineering [WS03]. Reactive [Meg09, Sch06, KS05].
Read [JLH+03]. Real [Alg04, ADL+03, HPCC+04, KL02a, Kon01, KHL03, yLKTL00, SSS04, Sub05, ZTP03, Rei04].
Real-Time [HPCC+04, KHL03, SSS04, Sub05, ADL+03, KL02a, Kon01, yLKTL00, Rei04].
Real-World [Alo04, ZTP03]. Reasoning [TWN08]. Rational [SFC09]. Ray [Bre08a].
Re [WS03, Dow08]. Re-engineering [WS03]. Reactive [Meg09, Sch06, KS05].
Read [JLH+03]. Real [Alg04, ADL+03, HPCC+04, KL02a, Kon01, KHL03, yLKTL00, SSS04, Sub05, ZTP03, Rei04].
Real-Time [HPCC+04, KHL03, SSS04, Sub05, ADL+03, KL02a, Kon01, yLKTL00, Rei04].
Real-World [Alo04, ZTP03]. Reasoning [TWN08]. Rational [SFC09]. Ray [Bre08a].
Re [WS03, Dow08]. Re-engineering [WS03]. Reactive [Meg09, Sch06, KS05].
Read [JLH+03]. Real [Alg04, ADL+03, HPCC+04, KL02a, Kon01, KHL03, yLKTL00, SSS04, Sub05, ZTP03, Rei04].
Real-Time [HPCC+04, KHL03, SSS04, Sub05, ADL+03, KL02a, Kon01, yLKTL00, Rei04].
Real-World [Alo04, ZTP03]. Reasoning [TWN08]. Rational [SFC09]. Ray [Bre08a].
Re [WS03, Dow08]. Re-engineering [WS03]. Reactive [Meg09, Sch06, KS05].
Read [JLH+03]. Real [Alg04, ADL+03, HPCC+04, KL02a, Kon01, KHL03, yLKTL00, SSS04, Sub05, ZTP03, Rei04].
Real-Time [HPCC+04, KHL03, SSS04, Sub05, ADL+03, KL02a, Kon01, yLKTL00, Rei04].
Real-World [Alo04, ZTP03]. Reasoning [TWN08]. Rational [SFC09]. Ray [Bre08a].
Re [WS03, Dow08]. Re-engineering [WS03]. Reactive [Meg09, Sch06, KS05].
Read [JLH+03]. Real [Alg04, ADL+03, HPCC+04, KL02a, Kon01, KHL03, yLKTL00, SSS04, Sub05, ZTP03, Rei04].
Reviewers [Ano06a]. Reviews
[Ano06a, Ano06b, Ano06c, Ano06d, Ano06e, Ano06f, Ano06g, Ano06h, Ano06i, Ano06j, Ano06k, Ano06l, Ano06m, Ano06n, Ano06o, Ano06p, Ano06q, Ano06r, Ano06s, Ano06t, Ano06u, Ano06v, Ano06w, Ano06x, Ano06y, Ano06z.
Kam04a, Kam04b, Kam05a, Kam05b, Kam05c, Kam05d, Kam06a, Kam06b, Kam06c, Kam06d, Kam06e, Kam07a, Kam07b, Kam07c, Kam07d, Kam07e, Kam08a, Kam08b, Kam08c, Kam09a, Kam09b, Kam09c, TVT02, Kam07f]. Revised
[BO05, Loe04]. Rothlauf [Mae06]. Round [CC00a, LC07]. Round-based [CC00a]. Round-Robin [LC07]. Route [Meg09]. Routing [ASDOK01, BVD07, EY04, Eom08, Gav00, GO06, HGS05, LMOP00, Meg09, RSW02, TH05, Wu02]. Rules [CL05]. Rummikub [HH06]. Run [CV04]. Rys
[Val06].

S [Alo04, Bre08b, Dow08, Gei09, Gru07, HMO6, Vak06, Vro04]. S. [Jas06, Vak06]. Saake [Lam04]. Safe [LRB00]. Safety [BCKM01, TJO01]. Safety-Critical [BCKM01, TJO01]. SAM [HD02]. Sampled [ELD05, VHE08, GGA09]. Samuel [Hir04]. Sangiorghi [Lho04]. Sara [Gon06]. sat
[Mar00]. Satisfaction [GS08]. Saving [ACL03]. Scalable [BHI06]. Scale
[BQ03, FFP06, OFW05, YWW09]. Scale-Free [YWW09]. Scenarios [MS07]. Scheduled [BF04]. Scheduler [RW06]. Scheduler* [DGT04]. Schedules
[DGT01]. Scheduling [ADA00, BCGH05, CT07, DT06, DÖ05, HPCCC+04, KL02a, Li08, PGT01, SAS02, Sub05]. Scheduling-Based [CT07]. Scheme
[For04b, For08]. Schemas [DFH+05, TS05]. Scheme
[AK02, AA05, BEQ00, HNZ02, LS06, LMOP00, SSNG00, Wu02]. Schemes
[BSC03, CL05, CDD06, Juh00, WH04, YWW08]. Scherer [Har9b]. Schiller
[Ph04]. Schmidt [JV07]. Schneier [See04]. Schröder [KL03]. Science
[Bur06a, Kuz05, Lev06b, Pal06b, Poe06, Pol06, Sni06, Vak06]. Scientific [HOM08]. Screen [GVB+09]. SCTP [HTT06]. SDH
[Set05]. SDI [TZ06b]. Search
[ADA00, BO05, BI06, CDPV06, Lev06b, Lev06a, SJ04]. Searching [Lev06b, SJ04]. Second
[Hul05, Mae06, GV07a]. Secret
[JLL02]. Section [Man03]. Secure
[CW09, HSH06, Hor01, HL07, RF05, Tse07]. Security
[DBS+06, Gut04, Har07, OC02, Pip05]. See04, Sno06, Tan07, Uzu04, WS03, Sch03b]. Segment
[Ch05a]. Segment-Page
[Ch05a]. Selection
[Ch05a]. Selection
[Ipa09, LW07, NPL07, SA09, SG00, Tam00]. Selectively
[Chi08]. Self
[AO07, BO05, BBQV07, BVD07, DGT04, LCB04, PPK08, STH09, ZDL04, vM05]. Self-Adapting [PPK08]. Self-Maintaining
[vM05]. Self-Management
[vM05]. Self-Organized
[STH09]. Self-Organizing
[AO07, BBQV07]. Self-Stabilizing
[BVD07, DGT04]. Self-Tuning
[LCBK04]. Semantic
[AA05, Ger05, LFB00, SC01, AV04, Col06]. Semantics
[Gor02, GPLF05]. Semi
[TZ06a]. Semi-Dynamic
[TZ06a]. Sensibly
[See04, Sch03b]. Sensing
[SNLZ09]. sensitive
[ZC01]. Sensor
[CMV08, DBS+06, ISV06, SC08, TKL04]. Sensors
[LKCK09]. SEOF
[AK00]. Separation
[CK00, RB03]. Sequence
[AJL07, CHL08, DHH06, GO09].
Sequences [GGA09, Teu09]. Sequential [GBR01]. Server [JLH+03]. Servers [CC00a, HS07, JLHD01, SAA06, TYH04]. Service [CCD07, CHG07, FS07a, FS07b, Hol05, IZ09, ITV04, KP04, LZ04a, OL07, SAA06, SF04, PQa+03]. Services [CCD07, CHG07, FS07a, GHGJ+07, Pan05, The03, GM05, ZTP03, Pal06a]. Set [Rin03, VD04]. SHA [AD07]. SHA-512 [AD07]. Shall [Ano06c, Mil06]. shaped [San02a]. Shaping [Gou03, Kel04]. Shared [MSK02]. Sharing [HNZI02, HH05]. Shel [HM06]. Shells [HP00]. Short [Lon02, MD09]. Shortest [SAS02]. Shortest-path [SAS02]. Shuffle [EM00]. SIENA [BBQV07]. Signal [SAS02]. Signature [SSNGS00, TNM00]. Signatures [CNV06, Her06]. Silver [O'L05]. SIMD [HOM08]. Similarity [FM02a, For08, RGW02]. Simion [JV07]. Simple [CJ03, CWY05, GPM02]. Simplification [Che04]. Simulation [BFGW02, ELDJ05, VHE08]. Single [ED09, ED10, HC02a, WMS01]. Single-faced [WMS01]. Siphons [Cha06]. situ [EM00]. Situation [SRS+07]. Size [HNZI02]. sized [XZJ01]. Skarbek [Kor06b]. Skeleton [BCGH05]. Skeleton-Based [BCGH05]. Skills [Har09a, Tab06]. Slicing [DFH+05]. Small [CCM05]. Smart [KBX+04]. Smooth [LCBK04]. Snap [BDK07, CDPV06, HGDD05]. SNAP-Based [HGD05]. Snap-Stabilizing [BDK07, CDPV06]. Snedaker [Har07]. Snob [JM08]. SOAP [Alo04, ZTP03]. Society [Lon02]. Softbound [BF06, Dud06, Gom06, Har07, Har09a, Pal06b, Sch07, Vak06]. Software [CC06, DGPT01, Eom08, FFPS06, Gal04, GO09, GBR01, GA05, Har09a, HD02, Lav09, Mis04b, XK01, Zha03, ZCHL09, ca09, KM02, Tab06, Ker04, Mis04a]. Solution [RW06]. Solving [CKM03, HH06, KMMS03]. Some [Bre08b, GY08, JV07, ZZ04]. SONET [Set05]. SONET-SDH [Set05]. Sons [Gaz06, HM06]. Sorting [GS03, SSL08]. Soundness [VvdAtH07]. Source [MV05]. Space [Bal05, BLMM06, HGS+05, YWB07]. Space-Aware [BLMM06]. Spanning [PL02]. Späck [Ano07e]. Sparse [FS07a]. Spatial [BNM03, CPK09, LN07, LV06, XZJ01]. Spatial-join [XZJ01]. Spatio [TVM00]. Spatio-Temporal [TVM00]. Spatiotemporal [Man03]. Special [Che01, DFL08, GTV07, LZ07, Man03, ZCHL09]. Specification [LMR04, Par02, Sch07, ZZC01, FJ05]. Specifications [HD02, Rin03, RTV08]. Specified [KL02b]. Specify [Mis04b, KM02]. Specifying [Sub05]. Spector [AR06]. Speed [Koc06, LL07, Li03, LSS02]. Speed-up [Li03, LSS02]. Spiked [GT08]. Spink [Lev06b]. Splay [Geo04]. Split [MM00, Yen07]. Springer [Azi06, Bur06a, Cas06, Grü67, Jas06, Mah06, Mar09, Mor06, Pal06b, Pol06, Sch06, Smi06, Vak06]. Springer-Proceedings [Pal06b]. Springer-Verlag [Jas06, Mah06, Mor06, Sch06, Smi06, Vak06]. SRAM [Jas07]. SRAM-Based [Jas07]. State [Lav09]. Stabilizing [BDK07, BDV07, CDPV06, DGT04]. Stable [EM00]. Stack [SJ05]. Staerk [Roc04]. Standards [Ang05, VBL+05]. Standards-Based [VBL+05]. Stanley [Pal06b]. State [Cha05b, Eom08, Ipa09, KK07, KK09, LL07, Roc04, BS03, DFGI01, Hie03]. State-Optimal [LL07]. Statechart [HMP+02]. Statecharts [Hua06]. Static [DFH+05, DT06]. Statistical [RS03, Grü07]. Statistics [LLZ05, Mur02, ZDL+04].
Stefano [Gom06]. Steps [CW09]. Stepwise [TZ06b]. Steve [CY08]. Stochastic [BBD01]. stop [SSNGS00]. Storing [CV03]. Strange [MM07]. Strategies [TKLH04]. Strategy [EY04, SA09, WPMK07]. Stream [BBD01, Ipa03, Ipa05]. Streaming [HTT06]. Strengthen [CV03]. Strongly [BB00]. Strongly [KL02a]. Strongly [KL02a]. Structural [For08, LBR00]. Structurally [SZ09]. Structure [LLH00, Ris06]. Structured [RS03]. Structures [Mar08a]. Structuring [AB03]. Struts [For04a]. Studies [FS07b]. Study [Dav01, HGDD05, LPS+08, SZ09, XCGW06]. style [SC01]. Subarray [BT06]. Subgraphs [RGW02]. Subsystem [HL07]. Suggestion [Hia04]. sum [Ip08]. Summary [MBI+05]. Suonio [Sch06]. Super [Bur05, CMS09, ED09, ED10, Gre09, MD09, PCRZ09, RFM09, SNLZ09, SFC09, VMMK09, Smi06]. Super-recursive [Bur05, Smi06]. Super-Resolution [CMS09, ED09, ED10, Gre09, MD09, PCRZ09, RFM09, SNLZ09, SFC09, VMMK09]. Superimpositions [SK03]. Support [FWLC04, GHNS04, Koc06, PS03, Wu04]. Supported [Par05]. Supporting [CT07, GA05, IZ09]. Survey [Cal06, GA05, YLW09]. Susan [Har07]. Switching [Dav01]. Sydney [Bre08a]. Symbolic [CMS02]. Symmetric [Alb04]. Symmetrical [TC03, Sta02]. Symmetry [CT08, Lev05]. SymOntos [FM02a]. Symposium [BCH*05, Vak06]. Synchronization [JCL05, PSCR04, WH04]. Synchronized [CN01, Cha03, GT08]. Synchronous [LL07, ZLB01]. Synergis [Har07, Sve06]. Synthesis [ADA00, Cha05b, EB0, YSHP08]. Syntropy [LFB00]. System [BFS00, BF04, DM05, De 04b, DN05, FFPS06, JCL05, JL07, LMR04, LCBK04, Len06, Li07, Roc04, SRS+07, Sta02, ZDL+04, BS03]. Systems [AK00, ADL+03, AB03, BQR01, BQ03, BCS02, BA04, CMS02, CMTK05, Che01, CV03, CC06, CHG07, CDW09, CK00, Col06, DÖ05, DGPT01, Dud06, FS07a, FS07b, Fit04, Gaz06, GCD01, Har09b, Hil05, Hua06, HMP+02, JCT02, Jou04, KR02, KBX+04, KL02a, Kon01, Kor00, LSBB04, LS06, LSS02, MC05, Pal06b, PL02, PFK08, PS03, PKSA06, PSS09, Syr06, TWC08, TJ01, WH04, XK01, ZSP+04, Cra03, DL04, EP04, GSG07, KS05, Lan05, Mum03, vWJ06, Sch04, Sch06, Sch04].
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